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Abstract

Reconstruction of 3D structures from uncalibrated image
sequences has a wealthy history. Most work has been fo-
cused on rigid objects or static scenes. This paper stud-
ies the problem of perspective reconstruction of deformable
structures such as dynamic scenes from an uncalibrated im-
age sequence. The task requires decomposing the image
measurements into a composition of three factors: 3D de-
formable structures, rigid rotations and translations, and
intrinsic camera parameters. We develop a factorization
algorithm that consists of two steps. In the first step we re-
cover the projective depths iteratively using the sub-space
constraints embedded in the image measurements of the de-
formable structures. In the second step, we scale the im-
age measurements by the reconstructed projective depths.
We then extend the linear closed-form solution for weak-
perspective reconstruction [23] to factorize the scaled mea-
surements and simultaneously reconstruct the deformable
shapes and underlying shape model, the rigid motions, and
the varying camera parameters such as focal lengths. The
accuracy and robustness of the proposed method is demon-
strated quantitatively on synthetic data and qualitatively on
real image sequences.

1. Introduction
Perspective reconstruction of 3D structure and motion from
a 2D image sequence has been studied for decades. Great
successes have been achieved for rigid objects or static
scenes [15, 20, 18, 9, 25, 10]. A critique of various ap-
proaches is presented in [11]. One class of methods as-
sumes calibrated or partially calibrated cameras and directly
imposes metric constraints for perspective reconstruction
[15, 20, 11]. In many applications, precise camera calibra-
tion is difficult to achieve. Such applications require simul-
taneous calibration of camera parameters and reconstruc-
tion of 3D structures. Hartley [8] and Faugeras [6] have
shown that directly recovering all the structure and cam-
era parameters leads to an extremely complicated non-linear
optimization process, of which the performance greatly re-
lies on the quality of the initial estimate.

The stratified approaches were introduced to avoid this
difficulty [8, 6, 12, 2]. This class of approaches consists of
two steps. The first step recovers the projective structure
and motion from the image measurements, and the second
step enforces the metric constraints to reconstruct the Eu-
clidean structure and calibrate the camera parameters. A
cluster of stratified methods uses the factorization technique
to uniformly utilize all the available image measurements
for reliable reconstruction [18, 14, 7, 9]. The factorization
technique was originally introduced by Tomasi and Kanade
for orthographic or weak-perspective reconstruction of rigid
structures [16]. Triggs and Sturm [18, 14] presented that by
scaling the image measurements with the projective depths,
full perspective reconstruction can be achieved by the fac-
torization technique. As the first step of their method, the
projective depths were recovered using pairwise constraints
among images. To recover the projective depths more reli-
ably, the methods in [7, 9] utilized the subspace constraints
embedded in the entire set of measurements.

In reality, many biological objects and natural scenes
vary their shapes: expressive human faces, cars running
beside buildings, etc. Perspective reconstruction of such
non-rigid structures from images has much interest recently.
Successful methods have been proposed for applications
where individual objects contain sufficient sample points
and independently rotate and translate [21, 19], or all ob-
jects move at constant velocities [22]. More generally, it has
been shown that many non-rigid objects or dynamic scenes
deform their shapes as linear combinations of certain shape
bases [1, 23]. A number of methods have been proposed
to recover such structures, assuming the weak-perspective
camera model [4, 17, 3, 23]. When the camera is close or the
scene is large in space, the assumption of weak-perspective
projection no longer holds and the existing methods yield
distorted reconstruction due to the perspective effect.

This paper presents a two-step factorization approach for
perspective reconstruction of deformable structures com-
posed by linear combinations of shape bases. As in the
rigid cases, the first step recovers the projective depths. Our
analysis shows that scaling the image measurements by the
associated projective depths leads to a scaled measurement
matrix of which the rank is determined by the number of the
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underlying bases. This subspace constraint is then used iter-
atively to recover the projective depths. In the second step,
we factorize the scaled measurement matrix to reconstruct
the 3D deformable shapes and rigid motions and simulta-
neously calibrate the camera focal lengths, by extending
the linear closed-form solution for weak-perspective recon-
struction [23]. The main extension is that this step recov-
ers the varying camera focal lengths across images as well
as the deformable structures and rigid motions, while the
original work in [23] reconstructs only the latter. Since our
method works for deformable structures and allows cameras
to be unsynchronized and to freely vary the focal lengths, it
provides a powerful tool for applications such as dynamic
camera networks over large-scale dynamic scenes.

2 Recovery of Projective Depths

Suppose the structure consists of n points and their homoge-
neous coordinates across m perspective cameras are given.
The jth point is projected in the ith image as follows,

Uij =
1

dij
PiXij (1)

where Uij = (uij , vij , 1)T and Xij = (xij , yij , zij , 1)T

are respectively the homogeneous image coordinate and
3D world coordinate of the jth point in the ith image.
Pi is the 3 × 4 perspective projection matrix associated
with the ith image. dij = Pi(3)Xij is a non-zero scalar,
where Pi(3) denotes the third row of the projection ma-
trix Pi. This projection representation is only determined
up to an arbitrary 4 × 4 projective transformation Ω, i.e.,
Uij = 1

dij
(PiΩ)(Ω−1Xij). But dij is independent of the

choice of Ω, thus this parameter is commonly called projec-
tive depth.

2.1 Rank of the Scaled Measurement Matrix

Scaling the image coordinates by the corresponding projec-
tive depths and stacking them together as follows, we obtain
the 3m × n scaled measurement matrix,

Ws =




d11U11 ... d1nU1n

...
...

...
dm1Um1 ... dmnUmn


 =




P1S1

...
PmSm


 (2)

where Si, i = 1, . . . , m is a 4 × n matrix that denotes the
homogeneous world coordinates of the n 3D points in the
ith image. The first three rows of Si refer to the 3D structure
consisting of all points and the last row is a vector of all
ones. Each column refers to a respective point. All the
points in one image share a single projection matrix Pi.

For rigid structures, all the images share a single 3D
structure, i.e., S1 = . . . = Sm. The rank of Ws thus equals

4, the rank of the single structure [18, 14, 7, 9]. Accord-
ingly the projective depths can be recovered using this rank
constraint [7, 9]. When the structures are deformable and
vary at different images, the rank-4 constraint in rigid cases
no longer holds. Intuitively, to derive similar constraints for
recovering the projective depths, we need to analyze what
is shared by the deformable shapes across all the images.

It has been shown in [1, 4, 23] that the non-rigid ob-
jects, e.g., expressive human faces, or dynamic scenes, e.g.,
cars running on a straight road, often deform their struc-
tures as a linear combination of a set of shape bases, i.e.,
Si(1∼3) = ΣK

j=1cijBj , i = 1, . . . , m, where Si(1∼3) de-
notes the first three rows of Si, K is the number of bases,
Bj , j = 1, . . . , K are the K 3 × n shape bases, and
cij are the corresponding combination weights. For any

image number i, PiSi = ΣK
j=1cijP

(1∼3)
i Bj + P

(4)
i · 1,

where P
(1∼3)
i and P

(4)
i denote the first three and the fourth

columns of Pi respectively and 1 is a n-dimensional vector
of all ones. Therefore what is shared by all the deformable
shapes is the set of shape bases. We then rewrite Eq. (2) as
follows,

Ws =




c11P
(1∼3)
1 ... c1KP

(1∼3)
1 P

(4)
1

...
...

...
...

cm1P
(1∼3)
m ... cmKP

(1∼3)
m P

(4)
m







B1

...
BK

1


 (3)

We call the first matrix on the right side of Eq. (3) the scaled
projection matrix and the second matrix the basis matrix,
denoted as M and B, respectively a 3m × (3K + 1) ma-
trix and a (3K + 1) × n matrix. Under non-degenerate
situations, both M and B are of full rank, respectively
min{3m, 3K + 1} and min{3K + 1, n}. Thus their prod-
uct, Ws, is of rank min{3K + 1, 3m,n}. In practice the
image number m and point number n are usually much
larger than the basis number K such that 3m > 3K + 1
and n > 3K + 1. Thus the rank of Ws is 3K + 1 and the
basis number K is determined by rank(Ws)−1

3 . It is consis-
tent with the previous conclusion for rigid cases (K = 1)
that the rank is 4.

2.2 Iterative Projective Reconstruction

The rank of Ws has been used as the only constraint to re-
cover the projective depths for rigid structures successfully
[7, 9]. In deformable situations, assuming the basis number
K is known, the constraint is nothing different except that
the rank is now 3K + 1 instead of 4. Thus, similar to the
rigid cases, we develop an iterative projective factorization
algorithm. Its goal is to determine a set of projective depths
dij that minimize E = ‖Ws − M̂B̂‖2, where M̂ and B̂ are
respectively a 3m × (3K + 1) matrix and a (3K + 1) × n
matrix. As in [7, 9], the minimization is achieved by it-
eratively alternating two steps: estimating M̂ and B̂ given
dij and updating dij given M̂ and B̂. The main difference
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from the previous methods is that, we minimize E under
the constraint that in alternative steps, the projective depths
of all points in any single image or of any single point
in all images, have unit norms such that minimization of E
is simply an eigenvalue problem. Compared to the previ-
ous methods, this constraint works better in avoiding trivial
solutions, e.g., all the projective depths are set as zeros.

At initialization we set all the projective depths dij = 1,
i.e., we start with the weak-perspective approximation for
the camera projection model. The scaled measurement ma-
trix Ws is then computed according to Eq. (2). By singular
value decomposition (SVD), we obtain the rank-(3K + 1)
approximation M̂B̂ of Ws that minimizes E.

Let Φu be a 3m × (3K + 1) matrix whose columns are
orthonormal and span the columns of M̂ and Φv be a (3K+
1) × n matrix whose rows are orthonormal and span the
rows of B̂. We then update the projective depths such that
all columns of the updated Ws are spanned by the columns
of Φu and all rows are spanned by the rows of Φv . Thus
for any column W

(i)
s and any row Ws(j) of Ws, we need to

minimize ‖ΦuΦT
u W (i)

s −W (i)
s ‖2

‖D(i)‖2 and
‖Ws(j)Φ

T
v Φv−Ws(j)‖2

‖D(j)‖2 re-

spectively, where D(i) is an m× 1 vector denoting the pro-
jective depths of the ith point in all the m images. D(j) is
a 1 × n vector referring to the projective depths of all the
n points in the jth image. We normalize the minimization
by the norm of D(i) and D(j) respectively so that the triv-
ial solutions such as D(i) = 0 or D(j) = 0 are avoided.

Substituting W
(i)
s and Ws(j) by Eq. (2), we rewrite the two

minimization objectives as follows,

min
D(i)

D(i)T ΩuiD
(i)

D(i)T D(i)
, min

D(j)

D(j)ΩvjD
T
(j)

D(j)DT
(j)

(4)

where Ωui is an m × m matrix and the entries Ωui(kl) =
UT

kiA
(kl)
u Uli, k, l = 1, . . . , m. Au = I − ΦuΦT

u and is

partitioned into 3 × 3 blocks A
(kl)
u , where I is an identity

matrix. Ωvj is an n × n matrix and the entries Ωvj(kl) =
Av(kl)U

T
jkUjl, k, l = 1, . . . , n. Av = I−ΦT

v Φv , consisting
of n × n entries, Av(kl).

Because D(i) and D(j) have common elements, it is dif-
ficult to minimize the two objectives simultaneously, how-
ever each objective alone can be minimized by simply solv-
ing an eigenvalue problem, where the solution is the basis
for null space of Ωui or Ωvj , i.e., the eigenvector associ-
ated with the smallest eigenvalue of Ωui or Ωvj . We thus
iteratively alternate these two minimizations to update the
projective depths. Our algorithm is summarized as follows:

1) Set dij = 1, i = 1, . . . , m, j = 1, . . . , n;
2) Compute Ws by Eq. (2) and perform rank-(3K + 1)

factorization on it by SVD to determine Φu;
3) Compute Au = I − ΦuΦT

u . For each of D(i), i =
1, . . . , n, compute Ωui by Ωui(kl) = UT

kiA
(kl)
u Uli,

k, l = 1, . . . , m. Update D(i) with the eigenvector
of Ωui associated with the smallest eigenvalue;

4) Compute Ws using the updated projective depths. De-
termine Φv by rank-(3K + 1) factorization on Ws;

5) Compute Av = I − ΦT
v Φv . For each of D(j), j =

1, . . . , m, compute Ωvj by Ωvj(kl) = Av(kl)U
T
jkUjl,

k, l = 1, . . . , n. Update DT
(j) with the eigenvector of

Ωvj associated with the smallest eigenvalue;

6) Stop if the difference between the estimated projective
depths and those in the previous iteration is less than a
preset small number. Otherwise go to Step 2).

It indeed avoided the trivial solutions in our extensive ex-
periments. Note that this algorithm assumes that the basis
number K is known. In cases where K is not given, we
estimate it by K = rank(Ws)−1

3 whenever Ws is updated.
The columns D(i) and rows D(j) are recovered up to scales,
since projective reconstruction does not enforce any con-
straint directly on the structures and motions and scaling
on D(i) or D(j) does not alter the rank of Ws. Thus the
corresponding scaled projection matrix and basis matrix are
scaled as follows,

M =




λ1c11P
(1∼3)
1 ... λ1c1KP

(1∼3)
1 λ1P

(4)
1

...
...

...
...

λmcm1P
(1∼3)
m ... λmcmKP

(1∼3)
m λmP

(4)
m




B =




γ1B
1
1 . . . γnBn

1

...
...

...
γ1B

1
K . . . γnBn

K

γ1 . . . γn


 (5)

where λ1, . . . , λm are the scalars for D(1), . . . , D(m) and
γ1, . . . , γn are the scalars for D(1), . . . , D(n) respectively.
For simplicity, we keep the notations Ws, M , and B.

3 Perspective Reconstruction

Given Ws, we compute its rank-(3K + 1) approximation
M̂B̂ by SVD. This decomposition is not unique. Any non-
singular (3K + 1) × (3K + 1) matrix could be inserted
between M̂ and B̂ to obtain a new eligible factorization.
Thus Ws = M̂B̂ = M̂GG−1B̂ = MB, where the non-
singular (3K + 1) × (3K + 1) matrix G is called the cor-
rective transformation. Once G is determined, we obtain the
true scaled projection matrix M = M̂G and the true basis
matrix B = G−1B̂. We then impose metric constraints on
M and B to recover the deformable shapes, rigid rotations
and translations, and intrinsic camera parameters.

The perspective projection matrix Pi ∼ Λi(Ri|Ti),
where Ri is the 3× 3 orthonormal rotation matrix, Ti is the
3 × 1 translation vector, and Λi is the 3 × 3 camera matrix
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as follows,

Λi =

(
fi µi u0i

0 αifi v0i

0 0 1

)
(6)

where fi is the focal length, αi is the aspect ratio, µi is
the skew parameter, and (u0i, v0i) is the principle point.
In practice the skews are usually assumed as zeros. The-
oretically we can calibrate all the other parameters from
Ws. However, as discussed in [12, 2, 11] and also observed
in our experiments, the principle points and aspect ratios
are insignificant for perspective reconstruction and their es-
timates are highly unreliable, and generally the principle
points are close to the image centers and the aspect ratios
are close to 1. As pointed out in [11], such information
should be used and even an approximation of these param-
eters helps achieve better reconstruction than treating them
as free variables. Thus we move the image origins at the im-
age centers and set µi = 0, αi = 1, and (u0i, v0i) = (0, 0).

Denote G as (g1, . . . , gK , gL), where gk, k = 1, . . . , K
are triple columns of G and gL is the last column. They
are independent on each other because G is non-singular.
Denoting M̂i, i = 1, . . . , m, the m triple rows of M̂ , due to
Eq. (5), gk and gL satisfy,

M̂igk = λicik

(
fiRi(1)

fiRi(2)

Ri(3)

)
, M̂igL = λi

(
fiTi(1)

fiTi(2)

Ti(3)

)
(7)

Let us first recover gk, k = 1, . . . , K, respectively. De-
noting Qk = gkgT

k , we have,

M̂iQkM̂T
j = αijk

(
fifjRi(1,2)R

T
j(1,2) fiRi(1,2)R

T
j(3)

fjRi(3)R
T
j(1,2) Ri(3)R

T
j(3)

)
(8)

where i, j = 1, . . . , m, and αijk = λiλjcikcjk. As in [16,
4, 3, 23], we enforce the orthonormality constraints on the
rotation matrices and obtain,

M̂iQkM̂T
i = λ2

i c
2
ik

(
f2

i I 0
0 1

)
(9)

where I denotes a 2×2 identity matrix. Because λi, cik, and
fi are all unknowns, the 3 diagonal entries of Eq. (9) yield
1 linear constraint on Qk, i.e., the equivalence of the first
and second diagonal entries. Due to symmetry of Qk, the
6 off-diagonal elements provide 3 linear constraints and the
other half are redundant. Thus, for m images, we have 4m
linear constraints on Qk, due to orthonormality of rotations.

Following the idea in [23], we prove that enforcing the
orthonormality constraints alone is insufficient to deter-
mine Qk. To eliminate the ambiguity, we impose the ba-
sis constraints that uniquely specify the shape bases, as in
[23]. Firstly we select K images, with which the associated
scaled measurement matrix, i.e., the corresponding 3K × n
sub-matrix in Ws, has a small condition number. A small
(close to 1) condition number means these images contain
independent structures and none of them is dominant. We

then regard the K included shapes as the bases. Note that
we have not recovered the explicit values of the bases, but
determined in which images they are observed. Denoting
these images as the first K observations, the corresponding
combination weights are,

cii = 1, i = 1, ..., K

cij = 0, i, j = 1, ..., K, i �= j (10)

Combining Eq. (8) and (10), we have,

M̂iQkM̂T
j = 0, i = 1, ..., K, i �= k, j = 1, ..., m. (11)

where 0 means a 3 × 3 zero matrix. It leads to 9m(K −
1) linear constraints on Qk, including a small number of
redundant ones due to symmetry of Qk. Combining with
the orthonormality constraints, we have totally (9K − 5)m
linear constraints.

For weak-perspective reconstruction, the translations are
estimated and eliminated from measurements before fac-
torization, and then enforcing the uniqueness together with
the orthonormality constraints leads to a linear closed-form
solution [23]. In the perspective cases, Qk contains more
unknowns because the unknown translations are involved
in the factorization step. However, the last row of B cor-
responding to the translations can be regarded as a rank-1
degenerate shape basis [24]. Then our problem resembles
the factorization problem for weak-perspective reconstruc-
tion of shapes composed of K rank-3 and one rank-1 bases.
As presented in [24], the problem has a unique solution by
enforcing both the uniqueness and the orthonormality con-
straints. Because Eq. (9) and (11) contain not only con-
straints similar to those in weak-perspective cases but also
many extra ones, totally (9K − 5)m vs (4K − 2)m, Qk

is also determined uniquely, by solving the linear equations
in Eq. (9) and (11). For more detailed analysis on the con-
straints and solutions, please refer to [23, 24].

Because Qk equals gkgT
k , by SVD we can compute its

rank-3 decomposition, UkSkUT
k , where Uk and Sk are re-

spectively (3K + 1) × 3 and 3 × 3 matrices. Then gk is

recovered as UkS
1
2
k . Note that gk is determined only up

to an arbitrary 3 × 3 orthonormal transformation Ψk, i.e.,
Qk = (gkΨk)(gkΨk)T .

Let us denote Mk
i = M̂igk. According to Eq. (7), we

recover the focal length, scaled weights, and rotations as
follows,

fi =
|Mk

i(1)|
|Mk

i(3)|
=

|Mk
i(2)|

|Mk
i(3)|

(12)

λicik = ±|Mk
i(3)| (13)

Ri =

(
Mk

i(1,2)/(λicikfi)

Mk
i(3)/(λicik)

)
(14)

where Mk
i(j), j = 1, 2, 3, refer to the rows of Mk

i . For each
of gk, k = 1, . . . , K, a full set of rotations for all images
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are computed and they are also determined up to the 3 × 3
orthonormal transformation Ψk. Thus, between each two of
the rotation sets, there is a 3 × 3 orthonormal transforma-
tion. According to Eq. (13), the sign of λicik is also un-
determined. To resolve these ambiguities, we specify one
of the rotation sets as the reference. The orthonormal trans-
formations between the other sets and the reference one are
computed by Orthogonal Procrustes Analysis (OPA) [13].
They transform g1, . . ., gK to be under a common coordi-
nate system and eliminate the ambiguity. The signs of λicik

is determined in such a way that they are consistent across
all the rotation sets.

We now determine the last column gL of G. Let us set
the origin of the world coordinate system at the center of
the scaled 3D structure Si(1∼3). Then,

S̄i(1∼3) = ΣK
j=1λicijB̄j = 0 (15)

where S̄i(1∼3) and B̄j denote the center (mean) of the 3D
coordinates in Si(1∼3) and Bj . Bj is the jth scaled shape
basis, i.e., jth triple rows of B in Eq. (5). We then have,

W̄si = P
(1∼3)
i ΣK

j=1λicijB̄j + λiP
(4)
i Γ̄ = λiP

(4)
i Γ̄ (16)

where Wsi means the scaled measurements in the ith im-
age, i.e., the ith triple rows of Ws. Γ denotes the last row
of B and Γ̄ is a constant. Since uniformly scaling B does
not violate the factorization of Ws, i.e., Ws = MB =
(Γ̄M)(B/Γ̄), we set Γ̄ = 1. Due to Eq. (7,16), we have,

M̂gL = W̄s (17)

where W̄s is the mean of the columns of Ws. Thus gL is
determined by gL = M̂

+
W̄s, where M̂

+
means the pseu-

doinverse of M̂ . The scaled translations λiTi are computed
by Eq. (7). The scaled projection matrix M in Eq. (5) is
now complete. The scaled basis matrix B is determined by
M

+
Ws. The last row of B contains the scalars γ1, . . . , γn.

We thus normalize the columns of B respectively by the last
elements to obtain the true shape bases in Eq. (3).

Combining the shape bases by the scaled weights, we
obtain the deformable structures up to scalars, Si(1∼3) =
λiΣK

j=1cijBj . As shown above, the translations are recov-
ered up to the same scalars, λiTi. This scaling ambiguity
is inherent since according to Eq. (1) and (3), scaling the
shape and translation simultaneously does not vary the im-
age measurements. We need one reference and align all
the shapes with it to eliminate the scaling ambiguity. Such
reference can be any segment connecting two static points.
When all points are allowed to deform, we set the first of the
recovered shapes as the reference. The other shapes are then
aligned with it by Extended Orthogonal Procrustes Analysis
(EOPA) [13], where only the scalars are unknowns.

Given Ws, our perspective reconstruction algorithm is
summarized as follows,

1) Determine the K basis images and compute rank-
(3K + 1) approximation of Ws = M̂B̂ by SVD;

2) Determine Qk, k = 1, . . . , K, respectively by solving
Eq. (9, 11) via the linear least square method and then
compute gk by SVD.

3) For each of gk, compute fi, λicik, and Ri, i =
1, . . . , m, by Eq. (12, 13, 14) and transform them to
a common coordinate system by OPA;

4) Compute gL = M̂
+
W̄s and λiTi = M̂igL that com-

plete M ;

5) Compute B = M
+
Ws and normalize its columns re-

spectively by their last elements;

6) Align the shapes by EOPA to eliminate the scaling am-
biguity on reconstruction of shapes and translations.

This algorithm leads to a linear closed-form solution. Note
that it is not necessary to check all possible K images to
specify the most independent shapes as the bases. We only
need to find K images with which the condition number of
the associated scaled measurements is small enough below
certain threshold, since the point is to specify any set of
independent shapes.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section we demonstrate the performance of the pro-
posed approach quantitatively on synthetic data and quali-
tatively on real image sequences.

4.1 Quantitative Evaluation on Synthetic
Data

The accuracy and robustness of our method is first evaluated
with respect to different measurement noise levels and basis
numbers, using synthetic data respectively in rigid settings
involving 1 shape basis and non-rigid settings involving 2,
3, ... , and 6 bases.

In each setting the 3D bases are randomly generated and
normalized (‖Bi‖ = 1). The combination weights are ran-
domly generated in such a way that the weights for dif-
ferent bases have the same order of magnitude, i.e., none
of the bases is dominant. The deformable structures are
constructed and projected by the cameras placed randomly
around the scene from left (-45◦) and upper (30◦) to right
(45◦) and bottom (-30◦), and at distances ranging from 1
to 3 times of the maximum inner shape depths. The focal
lengths are randomly selected between 1000 and 2000. As-
suming a Gaussian white noise, we represent the strength
of the measurement noise by the ratio between the Frobe-
nius norm of the noise and the image measurements, i.e.,
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‖noise‖
‖{Uij}‖ , where {Uij} means the collection of all measure-
ments. For each basis setting we examine the approach un-
der 4 noise levels, 0%, 5%, 10%, and 15%.

Given the measurements, we first recover the projec-
tive depths using the iterative projective reconstruction al-
gorithm in Section 2.2, and construct the scaled measure-
ment matrix Ws. The rank-(3K + 1) approximation of Ws

is projected back to the images for evaluation. The aver-
age re-projection errors relative to the ground truth at each
setting are shown in Fig.1. No matter how many bases are
involved, for noiseless settings (0%), the projective depths
are precisely recovered. The error increases when the noise
gets stronger. Because the bases equally contributed to the
shape composition, the bigger the basis number, the more
“non-rigid” the shapes and the stronger the noise relative
to each individual basis. Thus the error also increases when
the basis number is bigger. Yet our method achieves reason-
able accuracy in all noise settings, e.g., in the worst case of
6 bases and 15% noise level, the re-projection error is about
13%. Note that the initial step of the method assumes the
weak-perspective model and yields significant errors, since
the cameras are not far from the scene.
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Figure 1: Projective reconstruction errors versus noise and
basis numbers. Bigger basis numbers and stronger noise
lead to greater errors.

We then factorize Ws and reconstruct the 3D deformable
shapes, rigid rotations and translations, and focal lengths
using the perspective reconstruction algorithm in Section 3.
The average reconstruction errors on deformable shapes and
rigid rotations are shown in Fig.2. The errors on rigid rota-
tions are measured as the Riemannian distance in degrees,

i.e., e(Rest, Rtruth) = arccos( trace(RestR
T
truth)

3 ), because
the space of rotations is a manifold. The errors on shapes
are computed as the relative percentage with respect to the
ground truth, i.e., e(Sest, Struth) = ‖Sest−Struth‖

‖Struth‖ .
As shown in Fig.2, our approach yields precise perspec-

tive reconstruction for noiseless settings and the reconstruc-
tion error increases when the noise gets stronger and the ba-
sis number is bigger. In all noise settings, reasonable accu-
racy is achieved, e.g., in the worst case of 6 bases and 15%
noise level, the average error on shapes is about 14% and
on rotations about 7.5 degrees. Our method achieves simi-

lar accuracy on translations and focal lengths as on shapes,
when the noise is weak (0%, 5%). When the noise is strong,
their estimates in some images are unreliable, especially
when not much perspective distortion is present in those
images. One possible explanation is that the focal length
and translation in depth are not shared by all images and
tend to cancel each other in perspective projection. On the
other hand, their estimates only have a small effect on the
reconstruction of shapes and rotations [2, 12].
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Figure 2: Perspective reconstruction errors on rotations and
shapes versus noise and basis numbers. Bigger basis num-
bers and stronger noise lead to greater errors.

(1) (2) (3)

(4) (5) (6)

Figure 3: Perspective reconstruction of dynamic scene
structures. (1)&(4) Two input images. (2)&(5) Side view
of the scene appearance recovered by our method. (3)&(6)
Top view of the reconstructed scene appearance. The red
and yellow wireframes mean the static and moving objects
respectively, and the blue lines show the moving trajecto-
ries. The straight motions and the rectangle shape of the
box top are recovered correctly.

4.2 Qualitative Evaluation on Real Image Se-
quences

Reconstruction of the 3D deformable structures of dynamic
scenes from sequences of 2D images is important for tasks
like robot navigation and visual surveillance. Such scenes
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often consist of both static objects, e.g., buildings, and ob-
jects moving straight, e.g., vehicles running or pedestrians
walking on the road. The scene structures are linear combi-
nations of two classes of shape bases: static points and lin-
ear trajectories of moving points. Our approach is thus ca-
pable of perspective reconstruction of such dynamic scene
structures from the associated image sequences.

One example is shown in Fig.3. The scene contains three
objects moving along respective directions simultaneously,
two on top of the table and one along the slope. The rest of
the scene are static. The scene structure is thus composed
of two bases, one representing the static objects and initial
locations of the moving objects and another representing the
three linear motion vectors. Eighteen images of the scene
were taken by a handhold camera. Two of them are shown
in Fig.3.(1, 4). Thirty-two feature points represent the scene
structure and are tracked across the image sequence.

According to the deformable structures recovered by our
method, we transform the scene appearance to side and top
views. The side views of the scene in Fig.3.(1, 4) are shown
in Fig.3.(2, 5) and the top views in Fig.3.(3, 6). The red
wireframes show the static objects, the yellow ones refer to
the moving objects, and the blue lines mean the moving tra-
jectories from the beginning of the sequence till the present
frames. The reconstruction is consistent with the observa-
tion, e.g., the three objects move straight on the table and
slope respectively and the top of the biggest box is close to
a rectangle. As shown in [23], the weak-perspective recon-
struction achieves similar results, just slightly worse than
the perspective reconstruction in Fig.3, because the distance
of the scene from the camera is large relative to its inner
depth variance and so the perspective effect is weak.

In practice, the deformation of a dynamic scene is of-
ten degenerate, i.e., involving shape bases of rank 1 or 2
[24]. For example, when several people walk straight in-
dependently along different directions on the 2D ground,
each of the linear translations refers to a respective rank-
1 basis. Suppose K1 out of K bases are such rank-1
bases, the scaled measurement matrix Ws satisfies a rank
of 3K − 2K1 + 1. Our projective reconstruction algorithm
using only the rank constraint is thus capable of recovering
the projective depths. Then, based on the analysis in Section
3 and [24], we extend our perspective reconstruction algo-
rithm for such degenerate deformations. One example is
shown in Fig.4. The scene consists of a static table and two
boxes being translated independently along respective table
borders. The scene structure is composed of 3 bases: one
rank-3 basis for the static table and initial positions of the
two boxes and two rank-1 bases respectively for the linear
translations. The rank of the scaled measurements is thus 6.
Thirty images were taken by an automatic focusing camera
and 18 feature points were tracked across the sequence.

Fig.4.(1, 4) show two of the images. Their corresponding

scene appearances reconstructed by our method are viewed
from the top in Fig.4.(2, 5). The yellow wireframes mean
the static table, and the red and pink ones refer to the two
moving boxes respectively. The reconstruction is consistent
with the truth, e.g., the boxes are translated along respective
table borders and the shapes of the table top and box tops
are close to rectangles. Fig.4.(3, 6) demonstrate the weak-
perspective reconstruction of the scene by the method in
[24]. Because the images were taken from a relatively small
distance, the perspective effect is strong and the recovered
structures are apparently distorted, e.g., the shape of table
top is far from rectangle. Fig.5 shows that our method is
able to recover the varying focal lengths of the automatic
focusing camera. The variance is not big because the close
distance between the scene and the camera did not change
much across the sequence.

(1) (2) (3)

(4) (5) (6)

Figure 4: Perspective reconstruction of degenerate scene
deformations. (1)&(4): Two input images. (2)&(5): Top
view of the scene appearance recovered by our method. The
yellow wireframes mean the static table. The red and pink
ones refer to the moving boxes. (3)&(6): Weak-perspective
reconstruction by the method in [24], where the perspective
distortion is notable.
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Figure 5: The recovered focal lengths of the moving box
sequence vary across the sequence as expected.
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5. Conclusions and Discussions
In this paper we present a 2-step factorization algorithm for
perspective reconstruction of deformable structures from
uncalibrated images. The first step recovers the projective
depths using the sub-space constraints embedded in the im-
age measurements of the deformable structures. The second
step factorizes the image measurements scaled by the re-
covered projective depths to reconstruct the deformable 3D
structures, rigid rotations and translations, and varying fo-
cal lengths simultaneously. Since this method allows vary-
ing structures and unsynchronized and automatic focusing
cameras, it provides a powerful tool for applications such as
dynamic camera networks over large-scale dynamic scenes.

The current algorithm updates the projective depths of
one point or in one image individually. It is inefficient when
the number of images or points is big. We are working on
how to segment the points or images into groups and update
the projective depths group by group. We believe such seg-
mentation also helps detect and eliminate outliers. Another
problem is how to properly use the constraints on orthonor-
mality of rotations and those on uniqueness of bases in the
perspective reconstruction step. Presently we equivalently
enforces these two constraints. However one of them comes
from all images and another is from only the first K images.
When noise exists, they might have different stabilities and
thus different importance to the solution. We are exploring
a way of weighting the constraints to improve the perfor-
mance. Another benefit of using the weights is that we can
accordingly sample the constraints to improve the efficiency
of the algorithm.
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